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Need Help Pumping? As seen inâ€¦. Get in touch below. Model: 9 Plus. Electric Breast Pump.
Our sleekest model in the Spectra line-up, the 9 Plus was designed for busy moms seeking
portability and performance. Model: SG. Synergy Gold. Coming soon Dual Powered Electric
Breast Pump. The NEW Synergy Gold electric breast pump offers the most advanced and
up-to-date technology in the industry. The SG is the first pump of its kind that allows moms to
adjust each side independently! Model: S1 Plus. Premier Rechargeable. Loved by moms and
lactation consultants worldwide, the Spectra S1 Plus is designed to bring confidence and
comfort to every moment of the breastfeeding journey. Discreet, rechargeable, and weighing
only 4lbs, the S1 makes pumping a more natural part of the nursing process. Model: S2 Plus.
Loved by lactation consultants and moms alike, the Spectra S2 electric breast pump brings
confidence and comfort to every moment of the breastfeeding journey. Gentle, discreet, and
weighing only 2. Spectra Synergy Gold. Loved by moms and lactation consultants worldwide,
the Spectra S1 electric breast pump is designed to bring confidence and comfort to every
moment of the breastfeeding journey - wherever it may take you. Rechargeable, discreet, and
weighing only 3lbs, the S1 makes pumping on the go a more natural part of the nursing
process. Customer Support. Need Pumping Assistance? Schedule Appointment. The 30 day
period starts when you take possession of the part. No labor warranty is provided. In the event a
part sold with a warranty fails to operate within the warranty period we will replace the part s
with a functionally equivalent part or refund the part purchase price, at our option. No refund on
deposits or unwanted special order parts or special "cut" items. To return an item you must
contact us via eBay Message within the 30 day period. Original shipping charges and return
shipping charges are not refunded. No International shipping available. Pick up at our facilities
is available. Please message us prior to your purchase to arrange pick up. Items will be shipped
within days of purchase. Please allow days for delivery. Most areas in the US are within 5 days.
No expedited shipping is available. If an item arrives damaged, please contact us via eBay
Message within 24 hours for instructions. We have two yards, this one and a u-pull-it right next
door. We Offer a Standard Day Warranty on all parts! We will buy your junk car and late model
wrecks! We carry new, used, and aftermarket parts. Our main contact method is by eBay
Messages. We try to answer all messages within 24 hours. Core Charge. A core charge is
sometimes applied to rebuildable parts such as engines or alternators that can be redeemed for
a portion of their original price. If the part you are purchasing has a core charge applied, it will
be noted in the description. Parts Grading. A standard code system is used to communicate the
condition and quality of a part between automotive recyclers, automotive repair shops, and
insurers. Knowing how these codes are used will help you understand whether the part meets
your expectations before you buy it and what you can expect from the part when you receive it.
A Grade. B Grade. It is of average miles and normal condition for its age. C Grade. No Grade. To
learn more about Parts Grading click here. Welcome to our eBay Store! A Grade - The highest
quality part. B Grade - The second level quality part. C Grade - The third level quality part. No
Grade - A part that has not yet been graded. We use cookies to personalize content and ads, to
provide social media features and to analize our traffic, those informations are also shared with
our advertising partners who may combine them with other information you've provided them
or they've collected from your use of their services. If you want to learn more, see the cookie
policy. By closing this alert, scrolling this page, clicking on a link or continuing navigation in
any other way, you consent to the use of cookies. For the same reasons above he could hit
really hard to the boss with the help of his second HP scaling skill if he has a good Crit Rate and
Crit Damage stats. Try team him up with Verdehile Galleon Lisa and Hwa. Rating by users : 3.
Spectra is a must have for your first NB 10 Team and as zackdelarocha mentioned a very good
choice for ToA. For slot 4 you could try a little bit what is the best for you. Try to get as much
Spd from substats as possible. By closing this alert, scrolling this page, clicking on a link or
continuing navigation in any other way, you consent to the use of cookies X. Toggle navigation.
Fire Griffon Spectra. Review, runes and strategy Add Spectra to your monsters! Spectra Griffon
fire awakening materials: 5. Awakening bonus : Increases Attack Speed by 15 Non awakened
form. Description, multipliers, cooltime and powerup of Spectra's skills. Attacks the enemy with
razor-sharp claws. Damage increases accordingly to your Attack Speed. Reusable in 4 turns Lv.
Reusable in 5 turns Lv. Youtube Videos featuring Spectra. Dragon B10 run Farmable team for
Db10 with Spectra. How to get Fire Griffon in Summoners War. How many Devilmon to max
skill-up Spectra? Spectra skills Buffs and Debuffs. Mininum and maximum stats for any level of
Spectra. Dungeon 4. Guild War Offense 2. Guild War Defense 2. ToA 4. Raid Battle 2. Farming 2.
Your opinions. Spectra is one of the best monster for ToA Hard! Put swift runes on him with lots
of speed. Other attributes of Spectra. Join our Community. Other remarkable support monsters.
Min: Max: Min: 1, Max: 3, Min: 2, Max: 4, Min: 3, Max: 6, Min: 5, Max: 9, Min: 4, Max: 8, Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.

Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. The
Spectra 2Plus is a soft pink. Its color was selected by our Lactation Specialists to soothe. The
Spectra S2 Plus Electric Breast Pump is designed to bring a soothing confidence to every
moment of the breastfeeding journey. The Spectra S2 Plus is quiet and discreet for a soothing
pumping experience. The added night light allows you to easily pump at any hour. This pump
conveniently weighs only 2. With a maximum suction strength of mmhg and the ability to be
used as a single or double pump, the Spectra S2 will be a great asset in your breastfeeding
journey. The S2 Plus's completely flexible, touch button, with the S2 pump's digital controls,
allow you to set the pumping program to the speed and rhythm most effective for your body.
The suction is adjustable in both let-down and expression mode. This quiet pump also includes
a timer. Includes: 1 Spectra S2 Electria Breast Pump, 1 12 volt AC power adapter, 1 detachable
power cord prongs, 2 Spectra bottles, 2 Spectra backflow protector, 2 Spectra duckbill valve, 2
Spectra tubing, 2 Spectra flange 24mm, 2 Spectra flange 28mm. Owned and operated by fellow
moms, lactation consultants and registered nurses, Spectra is committed to supporting every
mother on the beautiful journey of breastfeeding. From our unique Natural Nursing Technology
to our one-of-a-kind customer care, you can count on Spectra to be right there with you, every
step of the way. We are moms. We are nurses. We understand. This product's kit is a
single-user item unless properly sterilized between users. Use by more than one user without
adequate sterilization may pose a health risk and voids the warranty. Skip to main content.
Loading recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your
Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any recommendations at this time. The
item must be returned in new and unused condition. Read the full returns policy How to return
this item: Go to Your Orders to start the return Print the return shipping label Ship it! Fastest
delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 3 hrs and 36 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. To hide it,
choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Spectra S2 Plus Electric
Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced
products. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are
shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by iServe and ships from Amazon
Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Sold by Joysea and ships from
Amazon Fulfillment. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Spectra 9 Plus Electric Breast Pump.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. From the manufacturer. Spectra Breast Flange
Replacement - 20mm Small. Compare with similar items. Product information Technical Details.
Product Dimensions 7. Is Discontinued By Manufacturer No Safety warning This product's kit is
a single-user item unless properly sterilized between users. Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? Important information Safety Information This product's kit is a single-user item
unless properly sterilized between users. Legal Disclaimer Warranty is handled threw spectra
company. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer
images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I will apologize in
advance for the long winded review - but a breast pump is an extremely important purchase for
a breastfeeding mother - so I am going to try to cover all the bases on this pump. As a mother
now breastfeeding her 3rd child, I'm am approaching 4 years total of nursing. In the past, I have
always used Medela products. I've struggled on every end of the spectrum from low supply with
one child to oversupply with another and a healthy spot on supply now with my 3rd. About 3
months after my daughter was born all I heard about was how amazing the s2 is - from nursing
friends, mom groups, breastfeeding groups and even a couple La Leche meetings. Now that I
have my Spectra I will never go back to Medela or try anything else - let me tell you why: First
and foremost - let's talk about the perks of a closed system pump. Milk in the tubes and right
into the motor, rendering them useless. Let's not forget about trying to keep tubes from molding
- not fun. The speCtra s2 perfectly protects from back flow, and the flanges also are designed to
make sure milk goes directly into the bottle instead of into the backflow protector. I bought
extra tubes initially, but I'm really not sure why because they're not needed, because I'm no
longer dealing with those issues thanks to Spectra. This is where it's at. While never having
issues in the past, this time around I often felt like my nipples had been put through a garbage
disposal after pumping with the PISA - the comfort of the speCtra s2 is unmatched. It feels just
like my baby's suckle and I'm no longer wincing in pain during my long pumping sessions. How

they can make the suction so strong yet so comfortable is beyond me - but more power to them!
Added bonus for comfort: Spectra offers a silicone insert for their flanges! Speaking of long
pumping sessions - those are no more. The speCtra s2 empties me in half the time - and we all
know how important time is with little ones running around! There are a wide variety of suction
and speed options, and even a letdown button you can tailor it to your specific needs which can
switch you back and forth from your desired suction and speed to a quick light sickle to induce
letdowns - also customizable. It also kind of "vibrates" while you're pumping so it helps even
more to stimulate quick multiple letdowns. Added bonus: it remembers your settings from your
previous pumping session and turns back in exactly in the last settings you used. There was a
bit of a learning curve for finding the right settings for myself, but that's because with my PISA I
had no choice but "hard and fast" suction and speed, there was no option to change those
separately. Gone are those days, thankfully - Spectra tackled this issue as well. It's SUPER quiet
and also comes with a nightlight that has 2 settings so if you're pumping near your baby during
a nap or bedtime you don't have to worry about waking baby - plus you won't feel like your
pump is trying to "sing you the song of its people"! Seriously - who HASNT tried to figure out
exactly what in the world their pump could be saying with all that noise? Not with the speCtra,
though, just a quiet purr. The only downfall is the availability of accessories - you have to buy
full kits from Spectra instead of just the parts you need, otherwise you have to buy aftermarket which work ok in my opinion, but I'm OCD and I prefer OEM parts. Lastly - Spectra Customer
Service. As far as I am able to tell, customer service is run by breastfeeding mothers - which is
what we need! From what I understand they're expanding this year to reintroduce the s9, and to
be more available at local retailers accessories included. Bottom line is, this pump in my
opinion is worth every penny and then some. Even my husband, who as I said was
apprehensive and is what you might call "tight with money" is happy about this purchase.
Happy wife, happy life, right? Hands down the best pump I've ever used in every department.
Look no more, mamas, you've found your pump in speCtra. I switched to the Spectra S2 by
recommendation from quiet a few ladies in my nursing moms class. I can honestly say that I
made the right choice in switching to the Spectra 2. I wish I had known about this pump before I
used my insurance on the other one, but there's nothing I can do about that now. With the
Spectra from just my morning pumping session I have gone from pumping oz to pumping oz! I
don't personally like pumping. I'd prefer to breastfeed, but I've gone back to work and have to
pump. The Spectra feels more like a quivering suckle, as natural feeling as a pump can be I
imagine. I love this pump as much as anyone can love a pump. I have recommended this pump
to any pregnant woman I have the pleasure of discussing breastfeeding and pumping with. After
reading some of the 1-star reviews, I did want to mention up a few things that I did not mention
in my first review. I was already investing in this second pump. I did not want to have to reinvest
in all new bottles to fit this new pump. There had to be another solution! SO I purchased "wide
to narrow neck adapters" from Amazon. Then I could use the Spectra and pump directly into my
old Medela bottles solving the issue of investing in even more bottles. This saved me a ton of
money. This also means that I never actually used the Spectra bottles that came with the pump
and I cannot attest to their durability or reliability. By Anna on June 15, Images in this review.
Buyer be aware! I loved the spectra pump so much that went and bought a second one - S 1 that has a built-in battery to keep one at work since I am exclusively pumping. It stopped
working after a few months. Called the customer service and they are awful, really awful. They
used to cover any broken pump if it broke within 2 years after the purchase if you had the
original receipt and a few months ago it looks like they changed their policy. Works great and
we bought two one for work and one for home , but one stopped working after 2 months and
Spectra isn't willing to help. Their response was to buy another power adapter which didn't help
or buy another pump. After 2 months! Searching online this is a common occurrence, and
Spectra doesn't support it's users. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I was use
to using Avent so Purchased in Feb After using it for a few months I've got to write a review! It's
a amazing pump. I was use to using Avent so thought I wouldn't be impressed, but this pump is
easy to use, saves time and I get a high milk output with this pump. I'd recommend it to anyone
who wants to express. Happy momma and baby. This product may be good if used with the
right size flanges, unfortunately we do not get the option of choosing the right size, we got the
28 mm flanges by default which have left my wife with damaged nipples to the point that she is
unable to to carry on breastfeeding. I wish we could get a refund as this doesn't come cheap
and has been a complete waste of money. Very unhappy and would not recommend buying
unless they provide the option to choose the right size. Unfortunately, my pump broke within 2
months of purchasing it. But I am not happy with the pump itself, and was very disappointed in
its malfunction especially at a critical time in my breastfeeding journey when I was struggling
with establishing a supply, and had to scramble and purchase various other options that I

hadn't researched because I had settled on the Spectra S2 quickly after reading all the reviews.
But I'm giving the pump 3 stars anyway because it worked well when it was still working. I'm
sure I was just one of the unlucky few who received a faulty product, which always happens
from time to time! I purchased another well known brand before getting this one and could I tell
the difference! This machine is worth the money! I do wish I had bought the portable version
fantastic and easy to use, the light is handy for those middle of the night pumps. It's so much
quieter than others I've used. The tubing is separate so doesn't get dirty or need washing. I did
have a problem of leaky bottles but other bottles do fit. I hesitated to buy it as I was pregnant
with my first child. We had left in untouched in case we would feel like selling it. It turns out it is
an amazing purchase. It is very easy to use, it feels clean.. I express a few times a day and I live
this machine. Now I am looking for a mnaual one as this one is perfect for home silent, led light,
efficient No regret about buying it, would highly recommend but conscious that
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it is a costly thing to bug before te birth. Featured items you may like. Customers who bought
this item also bought. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

